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Gouverneur
Marble
From Great Buildings
to Silent Quarries
by Alan Tuttle

The rich geologic deposits with which
St. Lawrence County has been blessed
have produced, among other things,
fine building materials like sand
stone and marble. The Gouverneur
marble industry is well documented
here by this prize winning article and
makes us appreciate better the build
ings that we have constructed of that
durable product.
The Town of Gouverneur is blessed
with many natural resources, and one
which stands near the head of the long
list was variously known to the outside
trade as "Gouverneur, St.•Lawrence, or
Whitney" marble.
From the opening of the first quarry
to the closing of the last, Gouverneur was
well known for its established trade in
marble. Several public buildings, espe
cially churches, were constructed from
this fine material. The marble sidewalks
and foundations of houses have long
endured -the harsh weather. In fact,
many houses have been torn down and
reconstructed on their original, solid
bases.
The fame of Gouverneur's marble was
brought about by many fine character
istics including color and hardness. The
marble by request of a customer could
be shaped into any form and of any size.
Often special blocks were printed to
mark the year a public building was
erected. Name plates for doors were also
often sought after. Each mark on such a
piece of marble was done by hand and
carefully planned out. The hand tooling
that went into each marble block years
ago can not be matched by the machines
of today.
The number of people that remember
the once great marble industry has
greatly decreased over the years. The
industry was so famous by the end of the
nineteenth century that no one thought
about writing down the history of events
to preserve it for future generations. The
uniqueness of Gouverneur marble was

Sketch of old County Clerk's office, on corner of Court and Judson Streets in
Canton, as it appeared in Evert's 1878 history of the County. It was construc
ted of Gouverneur marble. (Courtesy of the History Center Archives)

known world wide, but since the com
panies ceased operations, few people in
this area recognize this rock's true
value.
The remains of the marble companies
are most clearly represented by the
water filled quarries that the young
people of this village swim in today. A
fortune is waiting in the marble busi
ness for anyone who has the capital to
drain the quarries and buy the machin
ery.
The marble of Gouverneur had a repu
tation for both monumental and build
ing work. The marble was hard and
crystalline. It was of close and even
texture, which was conducive to a high
polish.
Most of the quarry marble was rich,
dark, blue color, finely mottled and a
small amount of the output was of a
lighter shade, some almost white.
Because of its marked crystalline
structure, it presented when finished,
rock-faced, an unusually clean and
sparkling appearance. Because of this
peculiar structure, it does not absorb
dirt or become streaked or stained, as

each recurring rain washes it fresh and
clean. The closeness of its texture makes
it impervious to moisture; hence, it is not
affected by frost and does not disinte
grate. Its crushing strength is very
great;'being over 12,500 pounds to the
square inch, as determined by a U.S.
government test.
When the marble was finished either
rock-faced, patent hammered, or pol
ished, it so clearly resembled the finer
grades of granite, that it was often
mistaken for granite. The marble was
worked with comparative ease, and by
the hand of the skillful artisan, could
have been wrought in any desired form.
The same qualities of beauty and
endurance that made this marble so
sought after for fine residences, made it
adaptable for use in the construction of
churches.,and other public buildings.
Commissioner I.G. Perry liked St.
Lawrence marble so much that he wrote
the following:
"To Whom it May Concern:
This is to certify, that I have examined
the St. Lawrence marble, from the
quarry of the St. Lawrence Marble Co.,

